to think that no one had been with me to share the s{u-   159
pendous gift; it was almost too much to bestow on one
lone mortal. It was for that reason perhaps that I had left
with Alexandros a princely gratuity—not out of gen-
erosity, as he probably assumed, but out of a feeling of
• guilt. If ho one had been there I should still have left
something.
Just as I got into the. car it began to rain, lightly at
first, then more and more heavily. By the time we readied
the bad lands the earth was a swirling sheet of waterj
what Jiad been suiiTbaked clay, sand, barren soil, waste
land, was now a series of floating terraces criss-crossed by
tawny, turbulent cascades, by rivers flowing in every direc-
tion, racing towards the huge steaming sink charged with
sullen deposits of earth, broken branches, boulders, shale,
ore, wild-flowers, dead insects, lizards, wheel-barrows,
ponies,.dogs, cats, out-houses, yellow ears of corn, birds'
nests, everything which had not the mind nor the feet
nor the roots to resist. On the other side of the mountain,
in the same torrential downpour, we passed men and
women with umbrellas over their heads seated on dimin-
utive beasts leisurely picking their way down the moun-
tain-side. Silent, grave figures moving at a snail's pace,
•. like determined pilgrims on their way to a holy shrine..
The huge twisted sentinels of rode, piled one on top of
another like the giddy monuments of match-boxes which
Picasso keeps on his mantelpiece had become huge gnarled
mushrooms dripping with black pigment. In the furious
rain their tilted, toppling forms seemed even more dan-
gerous and meriacing than before. Now and then a great
mesa rose up, a mass of delicately veined rock supporting
a tiny white sanctuary with a blue roof. If it were not
'Crete I could have imagined myself to be in some weird
demonic stretch of Mongolia, some forbidden pass
guarded by evil spirits which ky in wait for the unsuspect-

